Abstract The 11 March 2011 (M w = 9.0) Tohoku tsunami was recorded by a temporary array of seafloor pressure gauges deployed off the coast of Southern California, demonstrating how dense array data can illustrate and empirically validate predictions of linear tsunami wave propagation characteristics. A noise cross-correlation method was used to first correct for the pressure gauge instrument phase response. Phase and group travel times were then measured for the first arrival in the pressure gauge tsunami waveforms filtered in narrow bands around 30 periods between 200 and 3000 s. For each period, phase velocities were estimated across the pressure gauge array based on the phase travel time gradient using eikonal tomography. Clear correlation was observed between the phase velocity and long-wavelength bathymetry variations where fast and slow velocities occurred for deep and shallow water regions, respectively. In particular, velocity gradients are pronounced at the Patton Escarpment and near island plateaus due to the abrupt bathymetry change. In the deep open ocean area, clear phase velocity dispersion is observed. Comparison with numerically calculated tsunami waveforms validates the approach and provides an independent measure of the finite-frequency effect on phase velocities at long periods.
Introduction
In 2011, a dense array of seafloor pressure gauges in the eastern Pacific Ocean off the coast of Southern California recorded the March 2011 (M w = 9.0) Tohoku tsunami with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolutions. By analyzing features in these data, we have the opportunity to gain a better understanding of the physics of tsunami wave propagation and potentially the significance of the elastic compressibility effects on wave velocity [Tsai et al., 2013; Allgeyer and Cummins, 2014; Watada et al., 2014] . The ALBACORE (Asthenospheric and Lithospheric Broadband Architecture from the California Offshore Region Experiment) ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) array spanned a region that was 150 km north-south by 400 km east-west, extending into the deep open Pacific Ocean west of the Patton escarpment ( Figure 1a ) [Kohler et al., 2010 [Kohler et al., , 2011 . In that array, 22 stations with an average spacing of 75 km were equipped with differential pressure gauges (DPGs) that recorded water pressure waveform data continuously at 50 samples per second; DPGs are designed specifically to record low-frequency pressure data with high fidelity [Cox et al., 1984] . The density of the recordings made it possible to observe features in the tsunami waveforms that have never been observed with this level of clarity at this spatial scale.
The ALBACORE DPG tsunami records across the entire array show multiple large-amplitude, coherent phases arriving between 1 h and more than 24 h after the initial tsunami phase (Figure 1b) . By contrast, the NOAA Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) buoy system comprises an advanced but much sparser (hundreds of kilometers) array since it is a global, real-time pressure gauge network providing data to constrain the source in tsunami forecasts. The DART system's large station spacing precludes it from producing data with coherent features that provide information about the sources of multiple pulses of high-amplitude energy after the first tsunami wave arrival.
The ALBACORE DPG data were processed by 24-bit data loggers each with an internal clock. GPS time stamps were applied at the beginning and end of the 12 months of deployment, with corrections applied linearly to the data. Most time corrections were under 1 s for the entire 12 month period; the largest was 4 s for only two stations. This is a tsunami wavefront mapping study in which the dense array recordings of the 2011 Tohoku tsunami on the ALBACORE DPG sensors made it possible to track the phase and group travel times and wave velocities across the array. It is rare to have recorded such a large tsunami on a dense array of hydrophones, and this study demonstrates the potential of applying methods primarily designed for earthquake vibration data to low-frequency tsunami waves. The advantage of the dense array data set is that the measurements can be used to validate predictions of phase and group velocities. Specifically, the array data are used to verify the linear, dispersive, gravity-driven ocean wave equation routinely used in tsunami wave simulation between 200 and 3000 s period range. The potential to test whether elastic earth properties can cause small deviations in low-frequency tsunami wave speed [Tsai et al., 2013; Allgeyer and Cummins, 2014; Watada et al., 2014] is also discussed.
We first use noise cross-correlation functions to correct for DPG instrument phase response, then use the eikonal tomography approach [Lin et al., 2009] for mapping the Tohoku tsunami wavefront velocity across the ALBACORE array. Previous to this study, the eikonal tomography method has been applied to earthquake, ambient-noise, and active-source seismic surface waves recorded by dense seismometer arrays to map seismic phase and group velocities Gouédard et al., 2012; Mordret et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2013] . The application of the eikonal approach to tsunami data is a natural one because the propagating tsunami wave across the open ocean has characteristics analogous to seismic surface wave propagation. The observed phase velocity dispersion is compared with theoretical and numerical predictions.
Theoretical Background
Consider a model that consists of a single fluid layer, with a fixed flat bottom (seafloor with no elastic yielding) and a free upper surface (ocean surface). We then let H(r) = h(r) + η(r), where H is the total water depth, h is the water depth from a mean horizontal equilibrium surface, η is the tsunami wave height (amplitude) above the equilibrium surface, and r represents the location on the 2-D surface defined by horizontal coordinates x, y. In the open ocean, h is~5 km, η is~5 cm, and wavelength λ is~0.2 km/s multiplied by the wave period. For the period range we are analyzing, two important ratios need to be considered. The first is that the water depth to wavelength ratio (h/λ) is small (on the order of <10 À1 ). This allows us to treat the Tohoku tsunami in open ocean deep water as a horizontally propagating wave with approximately negligible vertical velocity gradients. The second is that the wave amplitude to water depth ratio (η/h) is small (on the order of 10 À5 ) or h ≫ η, which allows us to neglect nonlinearity. Applying these relationships to the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids leads to the linear, shallow water (continuity and momentum) equations in horizontal coordinates r i (i = 1,2):
(2)
where depth-integrated velocities V i are found by integration of velocity v i over vertical coordinate z from the seafloor to the surface: Lin, 2008] . By taking the time derivative of the continuity equation (1) and subtracting it from the spatial derivative of the momentum equation (2) with the assumption that the still water depth is time invariant, we obtain one form of the wave equation
where c is the phase speed = (gh) 0.5 and ∇ is the 2-D partial derivative operator [Lin, 2008] .
If the horizontal gradients in the water depth (bathymetry gradients) are small and smooth such that the gradient of the phase velocity c can be neglected, we obtain a 2-D Helmholtz wave equation that defines low-frequency tsunami wave propagation
[e.g., Lin, 2008] . Equation (5) leads to analogies of geometrical optic characteristics that can be made for the ALBACORE observations.
At long periods, where h ≪ λ and the vertical velocity gradient can be completely neglected, tsunami waves satisfy the shallow water equation, where phase speed c = ffiffiffiffiffi ffi gh p is nondispersive and depends only on water depth h and gravity g [Lamb, 1932] . At intermediate periods, λ is no longer significantly larger then h and the boundary condition consequences of nonzero vertical velocity gradients must be considered. This comprises the shorter-period range examined in this study where the linear, dispersive, water wave equation is governing the tsunami waves. When solutions to equation (5) 
where c, U, ω, and k are phase velocity, group velocity, angular frequency, and wave number, respectively [Lamb, 1932] . The waves display dispersive behavior since wave speed is now also a function of wave number k. The continuum of dispersive behavior is evident in the ALBACORE data with the high-frequency components arriving later than the low-frequency components ( Figures 1c and 1d and Figure 2 ).
Following the derivation for analyzing the properties of seismic surface waves in a 3-D elastic earth [Wielandt, 1993; , where the effect of lateral velocity variation is assumed to be small, we assume a solution to the (approximate) 2-D wave equation for tsunami waves (equation (5)) that is a function of a harmonic wave with spatially variable amplitude. For each frequency, ω, we model the horizontally propagating tsunami waves as a 2-D wavefield, in which the wave height can be described by
where A(r) and τ(r) are the amplitude and phase travel time, respectively. Substituting this into the wave equation (equation (5)) and equating the real terms of each side yield
which is identical to the elastic earth derivation for 2-D surface waves .
As in seismological studies, it is assumed that the wave amplitude varies smoothly on the single wavelength scale and that the second term on the right-hand side of equation (8) which is the eikonal equation, a partial differential equation relating the ocean wave travel times to phase velocity distribution. The equation is geometric ray theory in nature where the finite-frequency effects, i.e., the lateral velocity gradients in equation (4) and the amplitude term in equation (8), are neglected [Landau and Lifshitz, 1989; Wielandt, 1993; Lay and Wallace, 1995; Shearer, 1999; Lin et al., 2009; . The tsunami waves are finite-frequency in nature, however, where finite-frequency effects due to large lateral bathymetry gradients and wave interference can produce nonnegligible bias on wave velocity estimates based on the eikonal equation (equation (9)).
Ideally, when computing tsunami phase velocities, the contributions from the Laplacian amplitude term (last term in equation (8)) should be calculated using wave amplitude measurements to mitigate biases due to wave interference. However, in the case of ALBACORE, the DPG sensor distribution is not dense enough to calculate a second-order spatial derivative term empirically across the array. To evaluate the potential bias introduced by ignoring the amplitude term in equation (8) when estimating phase velocities based on the eikonal equation (equation (9)), we also apply eikonal tomography to numerically simulated tsunami waveforms. We simulate the Tohoku tsunami at the ALBACORE station locations by solving the nondispersive, shallow water, gravity-driven ocean wave equations using ETOPO1 bathymetry [Amante and Eakins, 2009] . Our calculations use a multigrid, coupled tsunami model (Cornell Multi-grid Coupled Tsunami Model) with the linear solver [Liu et al., 1998 ]. The bottom friction terms in the momentum equations are represented by Manning's formulation, which contains the Manning relative roughness coefficient, since the algorithm is meant for both shallow and deepwater application. For our open ocean deepwater locations, friction effects on the propagating tsunami are negligible. Coriolis force is included in the simulation. The finite-fault model of Shao et al. [2011] , based on inversion of long-period body and surface waves, is used for source representation in the forward calculations.
In section 3.2, we describe how the eikonal tomography approach is applied to both the observations (ALBACORE DPG data) and to the numerically calculated (synthetic) waveforms. Comparisons of phase velocity dispersion in the data to synthetic waveforms are used to evaluate the finite-frequency effects and other effects that are not accounted for in the nondispersive, shallow-water approximation. Based on the synthetic waveforms, we also test how the presence of a hypothetical dense array can be used to better account for finite-frequency effects by solving the complete Helmholtz equation (equation (8)). We note that the effect of bathymetry gradient is accounted for in our nondispersion shallow-water numerical synthetics. Constraining the effect of bathymetry gradient in real observations, however, requires recordings of waves propagating in different directions. As we are only analyzing the first arrival of the Tohoku tsunami wavefront here, developing a method to evaluate the effect of large bathymetry gradients is out of the scope of this study.
Method and Results

Differential Pressure Gauge Phase Correction
Prior to measuring the travel times and velocities, we used a noise cross-correlation method to make an instrument phase correction to the observed tsunami waveforms. The different instrument phase responses among different DPGs, which can vary as a function of period, have been observed on other recently recorded data sets (Don Forsyth and Spahr Webb, personal communication) . While its source is not understood, one possibility is that the capillary tube that is the conduit for the exchange of oil between the inner and the outer chambers inside the DPG becomes clogged, impeding the consistent flow of oil between the two chambers (Timothy Kane, personal communication). Regardless of cause, noise cross-correlation methods can be used to estimate the phase shift between two DPGs in order to make a correction to tsunami wave travel times [e.g., Stehly et al., 2007] .
To obtain the phase shift corrections for the DPG sensors, we calculate the cross-correlation functions between every pair of DPG sensors for 1 year (2010-2011) of ambient vibration data. Assuming a diffusive noise wavefield, cross-correlation signals in both positive and negative time lags are expected to be identical and can be related to the Green's function between the two locations [Bensen et al., 2007] . good noise source distribution, good signals are observed in both negative and positive times for the majority of the DPG cross correlations (Figure 3a) . For cases where the noise correlation functions are mostly symmetric about the zero time axis (i.e., no relative time lags; e.g., Figure 3b ), we conclude that the time shift error between the two DPGs, if it exists, is insignificantly small. For cases where there is a clear relative time shift between positive and negative times (e.g., Figure 3c ), a timing correction is needed to account for the time shift error between the two stations. We estimate the period-dependent phase time shift error between each station pair by cross correlating the positive component with the negative component of the noise correlation function for lag times between 0 and 5000 s. We discard all measurements with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) smaller than 3.
To determine the phase time shift error for a particular station, we first define 10 stations (OBS08, OBS09, OBS11, OBS15, OBS17, OBS18, OBS19, OBS20, OBS21, and OBS22) as the reference stations. These stations are defined as reference stations because no systematic relative phase time shift is observed between them for 200 s to 2000 s periods (e.g., Figures 4a and 4b) . Note that the signals in noise correlation functions are clearest for periods between 200 and 1200 s, and the estimated time shift errors are more scattered for periods longer than 1200 s due to the poorer signal quality. Figures 4c and 4d show two examples of DPG stations (OBS10 and OBS12) with clear time shift errors relative to the 10 reference stations. The time shift error, in general, increases with period, and the time shift error can be larger than 100 s at long periods (OBS12; Figure 4d ).
For each station, we estimated the period-dependent travel time correction by fitting a linear function to the computed time shifts for periods smaller than 1200 s and we use a flat line for periods longer than 1200 s. There is strong scattering at periods longer than 1200 s due to the degrading noise correlation function signal quality. Moreover, there is some indication that the timing error flattens out for periods longer than 1200 s perhaps due to saturation in DPG time shifts at these long periods [Cox et al., 1984] (Figures 4c and  4d) . To avoid overcorrection, we simply assume a flat line with zero slope for the fits above 1200 s. Table 1 documents the best fitting slope and intercept for all stations' time shifts for periods smaller than 1200 s. As we will show, these instrument phase corrections are essential to obtaining accurate phase velocity measurements based on eikonal tomography. 
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Travel Times and Eikonal Tomography
We modify the traditional frequencytime analysis for seismic surface waves [Bensen et al., 2007] to measure the tsunami wave firstarrival group and phase travel times for both observed and synthetic waveforms. For each station, a series of 30 Gaussian filters with center periods ranging from 200 to 3000 s and sigma (half-width) equal to 4.5% of the central period is applied to obtain the band-pass-filtered tsunami waveforms (e.g., Figure 2 ). For each period, we calculate the envelope and phase functions of the filtered waveform using the Hilbert transform [Levshin et al., 1989] . All local maxima of each envelope function within the predicted time window associated with velocities from 0.1 to 0.4 km/s are considered 
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first group arrival candidates. For station OBS16, which is in the open ocean and has a clean tsunami waveform (Figures 1a and 2a) , the first group arrival for each period is determined by the first local maximum with amplitude higher than 8 times that of the noise level. For each period, we define the noise level as the average amplitude of all local maxima arriving between 20,000 and 30,000 s after the tsunami source earthquake, corresponding to 1-4 h before the first arrival at the ALBACORE array.
With the first group arrival at OBS16 determined (Figure 2a ), we then consecutively track the first group arrival at all other stations. To determine the first group arrival for a target station, the already determined group arrival time from the nearest station is used to estimate the overall group velocity of the tsunami wave propagating across the entire Pacific Ocean (the great circle distance divided by the group travel time). The estimated group velocity is then used to predict the group arrival time for the target station where the closest group arrival candidate is then chosen as the first arrival. With all the first group arrival times determined, a minimum curvature surface fitting [Smith and Wessel, 1990 ] is applied to interpolate travel time measurements onto a 0.2°× 0.2°regular grid to construct the group travel-time maps (e.g., Figures 5a, 5d, and 5g).
We determine the phase travel time based on the phase measured at the first group arrival time . Note that a relatively accurate reference phase velocity and source mechanism is needed to resolve the 2π ambiguity and determine the exact phase travel time. It is, however, possible to resolve the relative phase information based on phase-front tracking without the exact knowledge of a reference phase velocity . Here similar to the group travel time approach, we first determine the phase travel time at station OBS16 and then consecutively determine the phase travel time for all other stations. We approximate the group velocity determined at OBS16 as the reference phase velocity and predict the phase travel time for OBS16. With the predicted travel time, the 2π ambiguity can be resolved, and we can determine the phase travel time based on the phase measurement . The phase travel time determined at OBS16 is used as the starting point to consecutively resolve the 2π ambiguity and determine the phase travel time at the other stations. To determine the phase travel time at a target station, the average phase speed for the nearest corrected station (the great circle distance divided by the phase travel time) is used as the reference. We apply the instrument phase travel time corrections 
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estimated by noise cross-correlation functions (section 3.1) to reduce travel time errors. After all phase travel times are determined, similar to group travel time, a minimum curvature surface fitting is applied to construct the phase travel-time maps (e.g., Figures 5b, 5e , and 5h). While the absolute phase travel times can be biased by the uncertainties in source mechanism and the approximation of group velocity as phase velocity for OBS16, the relative travel time information between stations should be accurate.
Examples of the 218 s, 522 s, and 1628 s period 2011 Tohoku tsunami wave group and phase travel time maps recorded by the ALBACORE DPG array are shown in Figure 5 . Overall, travel time increases as the wave approaches the California coastline as expected. Complications are present near the Patton Escarpment particularly for group travel time measurements at long periods for the ALBACORE DPG data (Figure 5g ). This is likely due to interference of the direct and reflected waves, which not only results in a small-scale group travel time anomaly for station OBS07 but also changes the overall apparent group propagation direction. Phase travel time measurements are, in general, more stable than group travel time measurements, and we will focus on deriving phase velocities based on the phase travel time measurements.
Following the eikonal tomography method described in Lin et al. [2009] , for each period, we determine the phase velocity at each location by the gradient of the phase travel-time map based on the eikonal equation (equation (9)). The phase velocity maps for 218 s, 523 s, and 1628 s periods for the ALBACORE DPG data are shown in Figures 5c, 5f , and 5i as examples. Clear correlation between the phase velocity and bathymetry is observed, where fast and slow velocities are observed for deep and shallow water ocean areas, respectively ( Figure 1a and Figures 5c, 5f, and 5i). In particular, velocity gradients are pronounced at the Patton Escarpment and near island plateaus, likely due to the abrupt bathymetry change. Note that only the phase velocities within areas with good station coverage are considered meaningful.
It is essential to correct for the instrument phase time shift between stations within the open ocean area before applying eikonal tomography to estimate the phase velocities particularly at long periods. Figure 6 shows the phase travel time measurements and estimated tsunami wave velocities if no time correction is applied. Clear, small-scale, wavefront distortion and velocity anomalies that are not correlated with the bathymetry (Figure 1a ) are observed at long periods within the open ocean. Based on the time shift errors estimated by noise crosscorrelation functions ( Figure 5 . Note that the corrections do not necessarily give us correct absolute phase times, but this is not necessary for our application. Because we are measuring relative travel times for the phase velocity analysis, the final solutions are correct as long as the times for all stations are consistent with each other. Since our phase velocity analysis is based on relative travel times, a constant phase shift (i.e., if all stations are shifted by the same amount) will not affect our result. 
Discussion
The ability to track a tsunami wave and determine phase velocity variation across a dense array allows the linear dispersive water wave equation (equation (6)) to be validated locally and empirically for the first time. Here we focus our analysis on the open ocean area (defined in Figure 7a ) where the tsunami waveforms are simpler and the bathymetry variation is small. In the area selected (Figure 7a ), the predicted phase velocities based on the ETOPO2 bathymetry model [National Geophysical Data Center, 2006] (smoothed using a 0.3°Gaussian filter) are mostly constant at each period, and we can compare the observed and theoretically predicted (using equation 6) averaged phase velocities (Figure 7b) . We determine the uncertainty of the observed average phase velocity (i.e., standard deviation of the mean) based on one fifth of the standard deviation of the velocity variation within the entire open ocean area. The one fifth comes from the fact that there are approximately five areas with independent constraints on velocities (five square areas with stations on all four corners) despite the fact that the errors in the velocity measurements are not independent (if one area is fast, the areas adjacent to it are more likely slow). Hence, the variability of the velocity measurements should be evenly divided by the number of constraints when estimating the uncertainty of the average.
The observed average phase velocity dispersion in the open ocean area is, in general, consistent with the prediction based on the linear dispersive water wave equation (equation 6) ( Figure 7b ). Similar to the prediction, the observed phase velocities (besides the velocity reduction near 1500 s) are mostly flat above 600 s period, where c = ffiffiffiffiffi ffi gh p for the ideal, shallow-water case explains the observations. At shorter periods (<600 s), the observed phase velocities decrease gradually with a decrease in period to where~10% velocity reduction is observed at 200 s period compared to the nondispersive velocity at long period. In this intermediate-period range, where a single wavelength is no longer significantly larger than the water depth, the nonzero vertical velocity gradients of the water wave cannot be completely neglected and the dispersion of the phase velocity (equation (6c)) must be considered to explain the observation.
Above 1000 s period, the tsunami wave reflected off the steep bathymetry contrast across the Patton Escarpment is likely interfering with the first arrival and affecting our ability to make accurate travel time and phase velocity measurements (Figure 5g ). To assess the validity of the eikonal tomography approach at long periods and understand whether the velocity reduction near 1500 s period is due to finite-frequency effects, we apply the same eikonal methodology to the synthetic waveforms at the DPG station locations to calculate phase velocities. We also perform eikonal tomography and Helmholtz tomography with synthetic waveforms on a hypothetical dense array with stations distributed evenly on a regular 9 km × 9 km grid (Figure 7a ). This allows us to evaluate the finite-frequency effect due to wave interference that can be accounted for by the amplitude term in equation (8). Since no dispersion is expected in the numerical waveforms, determining the time of the first arrival at each station is achieved by finding the maximum waveform amplitude near a reference time that is approximately the same for all periods. Due to the extremely low amplitude of the first arrival near 200 s period, we cannot confidently pick the first arrival from the synthetic waveforms; hence, we did not analyze the result at the two shortest periods. For all other periods, we apply the eikonal and Helmholtz tomography methods to the synthetic phase travel times and amplitudes and obtain analogous phase velocity maps (not shown here). We then calculate the average phase velocities over the same open ocean area (Figure 7a ) to obtain the average velocities and their associated uncertainties for the synthetic waveforms. Figure 8a shows the results of applying the eikonal approach to the synthetic waveforms at the DPG station locations and averaging the velocities over the open ocean area. For intermediate periods (500 to 1000 s), the average phase velocities, while slightly overestimated, follow the theoretical values closely. For short periods (<500 s) the phase velocities deviate from the theoretical values but remain approximately constant due to the nondispersive nature of the synthetic waveforms. Velocity discrepancies at long periods (>1000 s), on the other hand, likely result from eikonal tomography methodology errors. Above 1000 s period, the open ocean area we selected is within one wavelength (~200 km) of the Patton Escarpment and the finite-frequency effect due to the interference of the direct with reflected wave is likely important.
We use the synthetic waveforms across a hypothetical dense array (Figure 7a ) to show the exact finitefrequency effect of wave interference and how the amplitude term in the solution of the Helmholtz equation (equation (8)) can be used to account for it. Figures 8b and 8c show the average phase velocities observed across the open ocean area based on the solution of the eikonal (equation (9)) and Helmholtz solution equations (equation (8)), respectively. Here in contrast to the sparse DPG station distribution, the hypothetical dense array allows the second derivative of the first arrival wave amplitude to be determined. Overall, the average phase velocities observed using eikonal tomography (Figure 8b ) are very similar to that determined by the sparse synthetic waveforms (Figure 8a) , suggesting that the average velocities observed using eikonal tomography is not sensitive to station density. The average phase velocities based on the Helmholtz tomography (Figure 8c ), on the other hand, better match the theoretical predictions between 1000 s and 2000 s period and are generally nondispersive across the entire period range, consistent with the numerical input. This confirms that the observed velocity dip near 1500 s resulting from eikonal tomography (Figure 7b and Figures 8a and 8b ) is due to finite-frequency effects that can be accounted for using the full solution to the Helmholtz equation. Above 2000 s, large errors are present, likely due to severe wave interference. In this case, the first arrival is not always well defined since the entire study area is roughly within one wavelength distance of the Patton Escarpment.
Assuming velocities estimated from both data and synthetic waveforms ( Figures  7b and 8a) suffer from the same bias introduced by eikonal tomography (e.g., the dipping feature near 1500 s period in Figures 7b and 8a likely related to the finite-frequency effect due to wave interference), the velocity difference between the two should remove that bias. This residual (Figure 9 ) is then due to other physical effects that are not included or properly accounted for in the numerical simulation. Note that the uncertainties shown in Figure 9 are based on the root-mean-square of the uncertainties estimated for both the observed and synthetic average velocity results. The difference at short periods (<600 s) as shown in Figure 9 is due primarily to the nondispersive effects in the shallow-water approximation. Between 600 and 2000 s, the observed phase velocities based on the observations tend to be slower than those based on numerical simulation. This may be due to the elastic property of the solid earth [Tsai et al., 2013; Allgeyer and Cummins, 2014; Watada et al., 2014] or other effects that are not accounted for when using the shallow-water equation to simulate the tsunami wavefield. Caution must be taken when interpreting the long-period result as it is also unclear whether the finite-frequency bias is identical in data and synthetic waveforms. Due to the significant bathymetry variation near the Patton Escarpment, the synthetic tsunami can easily overestimate or underestimate the reflected tsunami wave and introduce discrepancies between the synthetic and observed measurements. As we demonstrate with the synthetics, a denser pressure gauge array with similar observations would allow the Laplacian of amplitude to be calculated and can potentially resolve this problem.
A theoretical study by Tsai et al. [2013] suggests that the elastic deformation of the solid earth can potentially reduce the tsunami wave speed at long periods (~0.2% at 1000 s period and~1% at 5000 s period) computed for a homogeneous elastic half space without an inertia term. Watada et al. [2014] show reductions of 1% at 1000 s and 1.5% at 5000 s based on normal mode theory for a preliminary reference Earth model that includes the effects of the inertial term, elastic solid earth, compressible seawater, and geopotential change. In such a case, the seafloor is no longer assumed to be rigid and an additional perturbation term is introduced when deriving the 2-D water wave equation. Our results support the hypothesis that elastic deformation effects may reduce the phase velocities at long periods (Figure 9 ), but the uncertainties also prevent us from concluding that all errors or other effects are fully accounted for.
Conclusions
The deployment of the dense ALBACORE DPG array offshore Southern California captured the tsunami wave produced by the 11 March 2011 (M w = 9.0) Tohoku earthquake and provides a unique opportunity to study tsunami wave propagation. Similar to seismic surface-wave phase velocities, which depend on subsurface earth structure, the tsunami wave can be considered a 2-D wave propagation phenomenon where local velocities are primarily dependent on water depth, with a much smaller dependence on variations in water density due to salinity and temperature. We first demonstrate that DPG noise cross correlations can be used to calibrate DPG instrument phase response. We then demonstrate the potential of using the eikonal tomography approach for mapping tsunami wavefronts and determine phase velocities across the dense pressure gauge network. In order to evaluate the finite-frequency effect due to wave interference, which can be accounted for using Helmholtz wave equation analysis, we compute numerical tsunami waves at the ALBACORE station locations. We examine the differences in average phase velocities between observed and synthetic data at long periods to quantify the finite-frequency effect as a function of tsunami wave frequency.
The derived 2-D tsunami phase velocity maps across the ALBACORE array show clear correlations between observed velocities and water depth. We show that the observations in the open ocean region can be used to validate phase velocity dispersion predictions based on the linear dispersive water wave equation. The higher uncertainties at long periods preclude us from coming to an unequivocal conclusion about the elastic earth effect on tsunami wave propagation. Better understanding of the absolute amplitude measurements in data, along with even denser arrays, can reduce the uncertainties by accounting for finite-frequency effects.
